
 
 

 

CACS is the professional association representing many UC, CSU and Community 

College bookstores in California. Our members understand the importance of 

course materials for student success, and the impacts high costs for those 

materials have on students. We support our members’ efforts to work with their 

campus leadership to improve affordability for students via improved 

transparency and efficiency, and by pursuing innovative ways to offer course 

materials through non-traditional media.  

We are particularly interested in three bills currently addressing course materials 

costs in California: 

 

AB 2563 Student financial aid: Cal Grant B and Cal Grant C awards: financial aid 

book advance program. (Patterson) 

Summary: Would allow students receiving financial aid to charge their 

textbook/course materials at the bookstore to an “advance” line of credit. 
 

Position: Support 

 Financial aid funds disbursement delays can force students to put off or completely 

avoid acquiring required materials 

 Students are more likely to succeed, and persist, if they have access to required readings 

from day one of classes.  

 Colleges in other states routinely allow students to charge such purchases at the 

bookstore against their student accounts, and have their financial aid funds applied to 

those charges when the aid awards are disbursed.  

 We strongly support any bill that would make it easier to implement similar solutions in 

California.  



AB 2385 Public postsecondary education: textbooks. (Cunningham) 

Summary: Would urge textbook publishers to post in a prominent location on 

their web sites a detailed description of how the newest edition differs from the 

previous edition. 

Position: Support 

 CACS believes this bill would improve course materials costs transparency 

 Often changes from one edition to another can be small or merely cosmetic. 

 Frequent edition changes where the specific changes aren’t clear negatively impact 

course materials affordability by discouraging the used book and rental markets.  

 For students and faculty to have a way to see the changes can make a great impact on 

their ability to make informed choices : 

- In some cases older or alternate editions may be educationally equal 

- In other cases purchasing outdated editions could be a costly mistake if the changes 

really are substantive. 

-  

SB 727 Instructional Materials Innovative Pricing (Galgiani) 

Summary: Would authorize public postsecondary educational 

institutions to adopt policies that allow for the use of innovative 

pricing techniques and payment options for textbooks and other 

instructional materials. 

Position: Support 

 Faculty are increasingly moving from using traditional printed books to digital media 

where student participation and progress can be better tracked.  

 A growing number of institutions offer programs that give all students in a participating 

course access to the required materials on the first day of class and the heavily 

discounted price of the materials is billed through their student account.  

 Such “Digital Inclusive Access” programs have demonstrated real savings for students.  

 Many California campuses are reluctant to approve these programs out of worry that 

they might conflict with current statutes.  

 SB 727 would allow – but not require institutions which have not yet been able to pilot 

their own Digital Inclusive Access programs to move forward with these efforts to 

reduce overall education costs for students.  

- Students must have choice to opt out 

- Savings must be demonstrated to equal/surpass other market options 


